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made 2 perform
In nature or in the city. During training or leisure time.  
Sharp vision is essential. This ensures safety, improves  
performance and enables you to achieve your best.  
uvex sportstyle RX prescription sports glasses are the  
ideal companion for whatever you have planned. Materials 
finished to a high quality, innovative technologies and  
state-of-the-art safety standards offer the best protection. 
And the excellent design ensures the perfect look. See  
more. Accomplish more. Safety while you perform.
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uvex sportstyle RX. 
Prescription sports  
glasses.
uvex sports glasses with individual prescription lenses enable 
you to see clearly right to the edge. Better vision means greater 
safety and enjoyment, enabling you to perform. The collection 
includes full-frame versions for direct prescription lenses (RXd /
RXc) as well as rimless versions for indirect prescription lenses 
(RXi / RXs) with the innovative uvex clipnetic® technology. All 
lenses and frames are shatterproof for optimal protection.

#made 2 perform 
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RX
1 2 3

1

3

2

3

Frames made from shatter-
proof plastic. Wrap-around 
styles provide a wide field  
of vision, right up to the edge, 
and offer additional protec-
tion from draughts, dust and 
particles.

Adjustable  
non-slip sidearms  
and nose pads.

uvex sportstyle RX glasses are made exclusively from impact-resistant 
material and offer maximum protection for ambitious athletes. The  
collection comprises 12 models in different colour variations — 7 with 
direct prescription lenses (RXd / RXc) and 5 with indirect prescription  
lenses (RXi / RXs). On RXd models, standard, non-prescription sun 
protection lenses are replaced by your prescription lenses. On RXi / RXs 
models, by contrast, optical lenses are fitted into an insert and this is 
integrated into the glasses with uvex clipnetic® technology.

Impact-resistant polycar-
bonate lenses, fully coated. 
Available with single vision  
and varifocal lenses. Also  
mirrored, contrast-enhancing, 
polarising and self-tinting. 
100% protection against 
harmful UV radiation up to 
400 nm. For RXi / RXs and 
RXc, also with interchangea-
ble lenses.

uvex sportstyle RX models. 
Direct prescription lenses  
(RXd/RXc). 
Indirect prescription lenses  
(RXi/RXs).

With indirect  

prescription lenses, 

e. g. RXs 4300
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RX
by using bio-based material

1

3

3

2

uvex sportstyle RX frames are made of up to 45 percent 
bio-based polyamide. The uvex Group considers plant-  
and bio-based materials to be the future. That is why we  
are already using renewable raw materials today.

Material  
Bio-based  
plastic

With direct  

prescription lenses, 

e. g. RXd 4001
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Next-level technology and performance: The uvex sportsty-
le RXs 4302 offers an extra-wide field of vision, impressive 
protection and the proven clipnetic® system, which means 
glasses wearers can also benefit from indirect prescription 
lenses in shield glasses. The progressive oversize shield com-
bines safety and convenience and is the perfect companion 
for when only the very best equipment will do. Thanks to the 
included interchangeable lens, the glasses can be used for 
many outdoor activities. The uvex sportstyle RXs 4302 offers 
safety, top performance and an extremely cool look. 

uvex sportstyle RXs Shield. 
100 % style. 100 % performance. 
Adaptable thanks to  
interchangeable lens technology.

Click mechanism: 
Have the lighting conditions 
changed? Thanks to the new 
click mechanism, you can 
change your lenses even 
faster and easier.

Lens ventilation: Direct 
lens ventilation keeps the 
eyewear fog-free for longer 
to ensure clear vision.

Clip: The large optical clip 
is easy to use thanks to the 
uvex clipnetic® system and 
ensures optimal vision using 
your unique prescription.
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uvex sportstyle RXc Conture Cut. 
Half-rim design for optimal 
wearer comfort.

Change of lens:  
Simple uvex inter-
changeable lens 
technology for different 
lighting conditions.

Conture Cut: Direct 
prescription with a half rim. 
Unrestricted vision right to 
the edge.

Adjustable arm angle: 
Thanks to the adjustable 
sidearms, the glasses can 
be perfectly adjusted to  
the individual wearer.

RXc Conture Cut, the new type of uvex direct prescription 
glasses. The non-prescription sun protection lenses can  
be exchanged for lenses with your prescription. All the  
advantages of direct prescription lenses combined with the 
design and lightness of half-rim glasses.
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uvex sportstyle RXc Conture Cut. 
Half-rim design for optimal 
wearer comfort.
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Functionality meets style. These prescription glasses are the 
perfect companion for all terrains thanks to their removable 
side protection. They boast a classic design. An all-round pair 
of glasses that sets new standards.

uvex sportstyle RXd 
Direct prescription lenses. 
For lovers of the outdoors  
who value protection, style 
and high performance.

Lens curve: The glasses are 
curve 6 to ensure a wide 
field of vision, style and 
perfect application of your 
prescription. 

Tint: uvex polavision® offers 
reliable protection against 
interfering reflections. uvex 
variomatic® ensures that 
your glasses become tinted 
in a matter of seconds in 
changing light conditions. 

Side protection: The easily 
removable side protection 
offers perfect protection 
and style. In the mountains, 
by the sea, wherever you go.
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uvex variomatic®uvex colorvision®

uvex polavision®: 
glare-free and relaxed on the go.

 • Reduces distracting reflections
 • Relaxes eyes and minimises glare 
 • For more detail even in low light  

conditions

Lens technology is the brand DNA of uvex. Based on  
in-house engineering and in-house production. High-tech  
products, quality and perfect vision are guaranteed.

Note: The lenses are available with 
various glazing options. See marking.

uvex sportstyle RX:
Prescription sports eyewear.

 • Sports glasses — individually  
adapted to the wearer's prescription

 • High-definition (HD) prescription  
safety lenses with the latest  
Freeform technology

 • Perfect vision right to the edge

Lens tech. 
Everything in view: 
on trails, on runs, outdoors 
and during leisure.
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uvex colorvision®: 
wow-factor included.

 • Ultimate contrast enhancement
 •  Maximum colour recognition
 • 100 % UVA, UVB and UVC protection 

up to 400 nm

uvex variomatic®: 
ultimate comfort.

 • Automatic, continuous self-tinting
 • Three levels of protection in a single 

pair of glasses (cat. 1–3)
 • From light to dark in a few  

seconds
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lens tech

uvex colorvision® lens technology is designed specifically 
for the visual requirements and light conditions of different 
surroundings and sports.

uvex colorvision ® daily 

The daily colour filter makes your 
everyday life a whole new experience.  
Natural colours are rendered more 
clearly and shine with a new brilliance. 
Comfortable, stylish, trendy.

Running // Biking // Water sports

uvex colorvision ® outdoor

Improved depth perception through the 
optimised contrast makes potholes, 
boulders or dangerous uneven ground 
more visible. High contrast – more detail.

Mountain biking // Climbing // 
Trail running

uvex colorvision® 
More contrast. 
More detail. 
See more.
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uvex colorvision ® urban

The urban colour filter helps to quickly 
identify traffic lights or Quickly detect  
brake lights to improve your reaction time. 
See better, react faster, ride safely.

E-Bike // Road bike // City running
uvex colorvision ® nature

The nature colour filter makes outdoor  
sport a new experience. Clear contours  
and the colour brilliance of nature in  
all its splendour are elevated.  
Sharp vision. Strong colours.  
More detail.

Golf // Hiking // Winter sports

uvex colorvision ® variomatic ® 

A perfect match: uvex variomatic® meets 
uvex colorvision® technology. Each lens 
comes with automatic lens tinting and 
optimal contrast enhancement to create 
the perfect visual experience.
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See more. Accomplish more. Safety while you perform.
When playing sport and when relaxing. The uvex sportstyle RX 
offers different frames and filters for your sporting activity. 
Optimal protection. 365 days a year.

made 2 perform 
Summer and winter: 
perfect visibility for 
your sport.
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Your  
sporting  
activity –  
your 
uvex  
sportstyle  
RX
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A highly curved frame offers a great fit and excellent protec-
tion from wind, dust and flying objects. For the glazing of the 
wrap-around style frames, we only use HD lenses made from 
extremely impact-resistant plastic materials and with the  
corresponding base curve. For an unrestricted field of view, 
the corrective value is calculated based on the curve of the 
lens in front of the eye. The lenses are then produced in line 
with the resulting, compensated values. We can also consider 
other parameters such as corneal vertex distance, the frame 
lens angle or your individual head and body position during 
sports when using direct prescription lenses.

uvex sportstyle RXd / RXc 
Direct prescription lenses
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Thanks to the state-of-the-art uvex clipnetic® technology—with 
patent application pending—the magnetic prescription insert can 
be quickly and easily attached to the rimless uvex sportstyle RX 
frames. The correction insert can be mounted and dismantled 
with one hand, which makes cleaning the glasses and correction 
lenses particularly easy. The uvex RXi / RXs models are supplied 
with a nose bridge for changing the lenses. The glasses can be 
worn without a prescription or combined with contact lenses.

uvex sportstyle RXi / RXs 
Indirect prescription lenses
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NEW

uvex sportstyle RXc 4200

uvex sportstyle RXc 4200 

Please contact your optician for information about the available lens and glazing options. 

Lightness, functionality and performance 

The uvex RXc 4200 combines the benefits of 

direct glazing with the stylish design of half-rim 

glasses. Interchangeable lenses can be fitted 

quickly and provide optimal vision in different 

lighting conditions. Thanks to the angle-adjus-

table sidearms, the glasses can be adapted 

perfectly to the wearer. 

 ∙ Shatterproof plastic frame

 ∙ uvex interchangeable lens technology

 ∙ Adjustable arm angle

 ∙ Adjustable, soft nose pads

 ∙ Adjustable and non-slip sidearms

 ∙ 100 % UVA, UVB and UVC  

protection up to 400 nm

black matt 
1200 (9062)  
Art. no. 6130200 

grey lens –  

rose mirror (cat. 3)

62 / 16

grey matt translucent
1525 (9063)  
Art. no. 6130201

grey lens –  

gold mirror (cat. 3)

62 / 16

Interchangeable lenses optional 
See Accessories page 34
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NEW

uvex sportstyle RXd 4007

uvex sportstyle RXd 4007

Direct prescription lensesPlease contact your optician for information about the available lens and glazing options. 

For ultimate outdoor performance  

The uvex sportstyle RXd 4007 provides 

reliable protection against the sun and 

annoying reflections with its removable 

side protection. The flexible nose pads 

and slip-resistant side arms ensure a 

perfect fit for a variety of purposes.

 ∙  Shatterproof plastic frame

 ∙  uvex polavision® lens technology (1200 9061)

 ∙ uvex variomatic® lens technology (7200 9064)

 ∙ Removable side protection

 ∙ Adjustable, soft nose pads

 ∙ Adjustable and non-slip sidearms

 ∙ 100 % UVA, UVB and UVC  

protection up to 400 nm

black matt
1200 (9061) 
Art. no. 6130377

uvex polavision®  

grey lens –  

silver mirror (cat. 3)

57 / 20

khaki matt
7200 (9064)  
Art. no. 6130378

uvex variomatic®  

grey lens –  

red mirror (cat. 3)

57 / 20
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uvex sportstyle RXd 4001
uvex colorvision® nature lens
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uvex sportstyle RXd 4001

uvex sportstyle RXd 4003

Direct prescription lensesPlease contact your optician for information about the available lens and glazing options. 

 ∙ Shatterproof plastic frame

 ∙ uvex colorvision® lens technology (1525 9052)

 ∙ uvex colorvision® variomatic® lens technology 

(1100 9043)

 ∙ uvex polavision® lens technology (3026 9050)

 ∙ Adjustable, soft nose pads

 ∙ Adjustable and non-slip sidearms

 ∙ 100 % UVA, UVB and UVC  

protection up to 400 nm

The wrap-around style of the uvex 

sportstyle RXd 4001 offers optimal 

protection for a wide range of  

activities. The unisex frame with base 

curve 8 ensures a wide field of vision. 

Soft adjustable nose pads and non-slip 

sidearms guarantee wearer comfort. 

 ∙ Shatterproof plastic frame

 ∙ Adjustable, soft nose pads

 ∙ Adjustable and non-slip sidearms

 ∙ 100 % UVA, UVB and UVC  

protection up to 400 nm

The full-rim frame of the uvex 

sportstyle RXd 4003 ensures perfect 

visibility, particularly for ladies' wear. 

Base curve 8 for perfect protection 

on the ski slope, running track or trail. 

Soft, adjustable nose pads and side-

arms ensure a secure fit at all times.

black shiny / pink
1144 (9031)
Art. no. 6130341

green lens –  

red mirror (cat. 3)

60 / 12

black shiny / green
1174 (9035)
Art. no. 6130358

brown lens –  

green mirror (cat. 3)

60 / 12

grey matt translucent
1525 (9052)
Art. no. 6130359

uvex colorvision® 

nature lens –  

plasma mirror (cat. 3)

65 / 16

blue matt translucent
3026 (9050) 
Art. no. 6130360

uvex polavision® 

grey lens (cat. 3)

65 / 16

white shiny
2000 (9037) 
Art. no. 6130370

grey lens – 

blue mirror (cat. 3)

65 / 16

black shiny
1100 (9043) NEW
Art. no. 6130371

uvex colorvision®

variomatic® lens –  

litemirror blue (cat. 1-3)

65 / 16

black matt
1200 (9031) 
Art. no. 6130368

green lens – 

red mirror (cat. 3)

65 / 16
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Shatterproof glasses 

frames made from  

residual materials  

(recycled materials) from 

production processes in 

the airbag industry

Lenses made from 

bio-based polyamide 

from renewable raw 

materials

uvex sportstyle RXd planet. 
Sustainable protection.
The uvex sportstyle RX planet line—engineered in Germany— 
is made of recycled materials from the airbag industry and 
with bio-based lenses (with 100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection 
up to 400 nm). There are two frame models (uvex sportstyle 
RXd 4001/4003 planet) in the colour option black matt / 
natural brown. Due to their classic shape with base curve 8, 
the shatterproof uvex plastic frames of the planet line offer a 
wide field of vision and high wearer comfort is guaranteed by 
the soft, adjustable nose pads and non-slip sidearms. In the 
interests of sustainability, no paint or polish has been applied 
to the frame. Each piece is unique and, what’s more, the  
environment is protected.

#protectingplanet

More information at: 
www.uvex-group.com/en/ 
responsibility/protecting-planet/
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uvex sportstyle RXd 4001 planet

uvex sportstyle RXd 4003 planet

Direct prescription lensesPlease contact your optician for information about the available lens and glazing options. 

 ∙ Frame made from recycled material

 ∙ Bio-based lenses

 ∙ Shatterproof plastic frame

 ∙ Adjustable, soft nose pads

 ∙ Adjustable and non-slip sidearms

 ∙ 100 % UVA, UVB and UVC  

protection up to 400 nm

By protecting planet, uvex protects 

people and the environment. For 

the sports glasses in our planet line, 

residual material from production in 

the airbag industry is recycled. The 

glasses are made from plant-based 

materials. The design of the uvex 

sportstyle RXd 4003 planet provides 

perfect protection for sports and 

on the street. Soft, adjustable nose 

pads and non-slip sidearms offer the 

perfect fit.

 ∙ Frame made from recycled material

 ∙ Bio-based lenses

 ∙ Shatterproof plastic frame

 ∙ Adjustable, soft nose pads

 ∙ Adjustable and non-slip sidearms

 ∙ 100 % UVA, UVB and UVC  

protection up to 400 nm

By protecting planet, uvex protects 

people and the environment. For the 

sports glasses in our planet line,  

residual material from production  

in the airbag industry is recycled.  

The glasses are made from plant-

based materials. Classically shaped 

with base curve 8, the uvex sport-

style RXd 4001 offers a wide field of 

vision and versatility. Soft adjustable 

nose pads and non-slip sidearms 

guarantee wearer comfort.

black matt / natural brown 
1257 (9053)
Art. no. 6130366

brown lens –  

gold mirror (cat. 2)

60 / 12

black matt / natural brown 
1257 (9053)
Art. no. 6130365

brown lens —

gold mirror (cat. 2)

65 / 16
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uvex sportstyle RXd 4004

uvex sportstyle RXd 4006

Please contact your optician for information about the available lens and glazing options. 

 ∙ Shatterproof plastic frame

 ∙ uvex colorvision® lens technology (1526, 7200)

 ∙ Adjustable, soft nose pads

 ∙ Adjustable and non-slip sidearms

 ∙ 100 % UVA, UVB and UVC  

protection up to 400 nm

Base curve 8 of the uvex sportstyle RXd 

4004 offers optimal protection for narrow 

head shapes. Thanks to their unique de-

sign, the glasses can be glazed with nu-

merous centring parameters. The lenses 

with uvex colorvision® lens technology 

(1526, 7200) provide an impressive visual 

experience. They offer reliable support 

thanks to the non-slip nose pads and 

sidearms — suitable for any sport.

1135 (9037)
black shiny / blue 
Art. no. 6130343 

grey lens —

blue mirror (cat. 3) 

58 / 16

grey matt translucent
1526 (9045)
Art. no. 6130346 

uvex colorvision®  

urban lens — 

litemirror silver (cat. 3) 

58 / 16

khaki matt
7200 (9054)
Art. no. 6130372 

uvex colorvision®  

nature lens —  

red mirror (cat. 3) 

58 / 16
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uvex sportstyle RXd 4006

uvex sportstyle RXd 4006

Direct prescription lensesPlease contact your optician for information about the available lens and glazing options. 

 ∙  Shatterproof plastic frame

 ∙  uvex colorvision® lens technology (1241)

 ∙  uvex variomatic® lens technology (1426)

 ∙  Direct lens ventilation

 ∙  Adjustable, soft nose pads

 ∙  Adjustable and non-slip sidearms

 ∙  100 % UVA, UVB and UVC  

protection up to 400 nm

The robust frames of the uvex sportstyle 

RXd 4006 with direct lens ventilation offer 

outstanding protection for a wide range of 

activities. The soft nose pads and sidearms 

are comfortable and lightweight and fit many 

head shapes. The uvex colorvision® lenses 

(1241) provide ultimate contrast and colour 

enhancement. Thanks to uvex variomatic®, 

the lenses (1426) are able to reach the  

perfect tint level in seconds — regardless  

of the lighting conditions.

grey
1426 (9040)
Art. no. 6130362 

uvex variomatic®  

smoke lens (cat. 1 – 3) 

73 / 10

black matt / red
1241 (9047)
Art. no. 6130363 

uvex colorvision® 

outdoor lens –  

litemirror blue (cat. 2) 

73 / 10

moss green matt
5825 (9036) 
Art. no. 6130373

grey lens — 

green mirror (cat. 3)

73 / 10
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uvex sportstyle RXs 4300

uvex sportstyle RXs 4301

Please contact your optician for information about the available lens and glazing options. 

 ∙ Shatterproof plastic frame

 ∙ uvex colorvision® lens technology (7200)

 ∙ Direct lens ventilation

 ∙ uvex clipnetic® technology

 ∙ Adjustable, soft nose pads

 ∙ Adjustable and non-slip sidearms

 ∙ 100 % UVA, UVB and UVC  

protection up to 400 nm

Interchangeable shield optional 
See Accessories page 34

Interchangeable shield optional 
See Accessories page 34

 ∙ Shatterproof plastic frame

 ∙ uvex colorvision® lens technology 

(1249, 3900)

 ∙ Direct lens ventilation

 ∙ uvex clipnetic® technology

 ∙ Adjustable, soft nose pads

 ∙ Adjustable and non-slip sidearms

 ∙ 100 % UVA, UVB and UVC  

protection up to 400 nm

The uvex sportstyle RXs 4300 offers 

a superb field of vision without 

restrictions, a trendy design and an 

optimal fit. The one-piece uvex filter 

lens with integrated ventilation ensu-

res perfect vision while taking part 

in sports. uvex clipnetic® technology 

makes it quick and easy to switch the 

nose bridge to the perfect corrective 

insert.

A cool style, aerodynamic lens shape 

and a large field of vision: The uvex 

sportstyle RXs 4301 shield glasses 

combine all three, making them the 

ideal companion for any sporting 

activity. The adjustable nose bridge, 

non-slip sidearms and direct lens  

ventilation ensure ultimate wearing  

comfort. uvex clipnetic® technology 

makes it quick and easy to switch the 

nose bridge to the perfect corrective 

insert.

white shiny 
2000 (9037)
Art. no. 6130403 

grey lens —  

blue mirror (cat. 3) 

155 / 10

50 / 20 (RX insert)

black matt 
1200 (9053)
Art. no. 6130404 

brown lens —  

gold mirror (cat. 3) 

155 / 10

50 / 20 (RX insert)

black matt / yellow 
1249 (9055)
Art. no. 6130405 

uvex colorvision® 

nature lens —  

silver mirror (cat. 3) 

155 / 10

50 / 20 (RX insert)

plum matt
3900 (9055)
Art. no. 6130407 

uvex colorvision® 

nature lens —  

silver mirror (cat. 3) 

155 / 10

50 / 20 (RX insert)

black matt 
1200 (9037)
Art. no. 6130401 

grey lens —  

blue mirror (cat. 3) 

160 / 12

50 / 20 (RX insert)

khaki matt 
7200 (9054)
Art. no. 6130400 

uvex colorvision® 

nature lens —  

red mirror (cat. 3) 

160 / 12

50 / 20 (RX insert)

cool grey / black matt 
2212 (9034)
Art. no. 6130402 

grey lens —  

silver mirror (cat. 3) 

160 / 12

50 / 20 (RX insert)

black shiny
1100 (9034)
Art. no. 6130406 

grey lens —  

silver mirror (cat. 3) 

160 / 12

50 / 20 (RX insert)
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NEW

uvex sportstyle RXs 4302

uvex sportstyle RXs 4302

Indirect prescription lensesPlease contact your optician for information about the available lens and glazing options. 

Interchangeable shield included
orange lens — blue mirror (cat. 1)

An extra-wide shield, functionality and 

a stylish design are characteristic of 

the uvex sportstyle RXs 4302. The 

replacement lenses included and 

the simple change mechanism make 

the oversized shield glasses a great 

all-rounder in all light conditions. uvex 

clipnetic® technology makes it quick 

and easy to switch the nose bridge to 

the perfect corrective insert.

 ∙ Shatterproof plastic frame

 ∙ uvex interchangeable lens technology

 ∙ Direct lens ventilation

 ∙ uvex clipnetic® technology

 ∙ Adjustable, soft nose pads

 ∙ Adjustable and non-slip sidearms

 ∙ 100 % UVA, UVB and UVC  

protection up to 400 nm

black matt  
1200 (9059)
Art. no. 6130408

grey lens – 

yellow mirror (cat. 3)

165 / 15

50 / 20 (RX insert)

lavender transparent 
2900 (9060)
Art. no. 6130409

grey lens  

lavender mirror (cat. 3)

165 / 15

50 / 20 (RX insert)
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uvex sportstyle RXi 4104

uvex sportstyle RXi 4103

Please contact your optician for information about the available lens and glazing options. 

 ∙  Shatterproof plastic frame

 ∙  uvex colorvision® lens technology (1200, 1100)

 ∙  uvex variomatic® lens technology (1200, 1100)

 ∙  uvex clipnetic® technology

 ∙ uvex interchangeable lens technology (2000)

 ∙  Adjustable arm angle

 ∙  Adjustable, soft nose pads

 ∙  Adjustable and non-slip sidearms

 ∙  Direct lens ventilation

 ∙  100% UVA, UVB and UVC  

protection up to 400 nm

uvex sportstyle RXi 4103 combines 

uvex colorvision® lens technology 

with the automatic light adjustment of 

uvex variomatic® lenses. With half-rim 

design for a large field of vision. uvex 

clipnetic® technology allows the 

nose bridge to be quickly and easily 

replaced with a corrective insert.

Interchangeable lenses included (2000)
clear lens (cat. 0)

black matt 
1200 (9042)
Art. no. 6130350 

uvex colorvision®  

variomatic® lens —  

litemirror gold (cat. 1–3)

76 / 14

48 / 16 (RX insert)

white shiny
2000 (9058)
Art. no. 6130375 

grey lens —  

red mirror (cat. 3) 

76 / 14 

48 / 16 (RX insert)

 ∙  Shatterproof plastic frame

 ∙ uvex colorvision® lens technology (1200 9052)

 ∙  uvex clipnetic® technology

 ∙ uvex interchangeable lens technology

 ∙ A djustable arm angle

 ∙  Adjustable, soft nose pads

 ∙  Adjustable and non-slip sidearms

 ∙  100 % UVA, UVB and UVC  

protection up to 400 nm

The uvex sportstyle RXi 4104 are incredibly 

lightweight with outstanding functionality.  

The half-rim design offers a large field of 

vision. The sidearms can be adjusted to 

any angle to guarantee an optimal fit for 

the wearer. With interchangeable uvex 

colorvision® lenses (col. 1200 9052), the 

wearer will experience a new dimension of 

colour brilliance and contrast. uvex clip-

netic® technology makes it quick and easy 

to switch the nose bridge to the perfect 

corrective insert.

Interchangeable lenses included
orange lens — litemirror silver (cat. 1)

Interchangeable lenses optional 
See Accessories page 34

black matt / blue
1200 (9052)
Art. no. 6130356

uvex colorvision® 

nature lens —  

plasma mirror (cat. 3)

70 / 14

48 / 16 (RX insert)

black matt / red
1200 (9031)
Art. no. 6130357

grey lens —  

red mirror (cat. 3)

70 / 14

48 / 16 (RX insert)

frost matt
2926 (9038)
Art. no. 6130367

brown lens — 

blue mirror (cat. 3) 

70 / 14

48 / 16 (RX insert)
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uvex sportstyle RXi 4103
uvex colorvision® variomatic®

Indirect prescription lenses 33



uvex sportstyle RX  
accessories

RX insert, adjustable 
Full frame edge for RXi glasses

Art. no. 6131102

48 / 16

clear

Adjustable nose piece 
for RXi / RXs glasses
Art. no. 6131101

black

Nylor for RXs 4300 and 4301

Art. no. 6131053

48 / 20

clear

Rimless — Nylor for RXs 4302

Art. no. 6131054

50 / 20

clear

PC clear replacement lenses
for RXi 4104

Art. no. 6131047

clear lens (cat. 0)

for RXc 4200

Art. no. 6131055

clear lens (cat. 0)

Replacement lenses PC orange
for RXc 4200

Art. no. 6131056

orange lens — litemirror silver (cat. 1)

Replacement lens PC clear
for RXs 4300

Art. no. 6131048

clear lens (cat. 0)

for RXs 4301

Art. no. 6131049

clear lens (cat. 0)

for RXs 4302

Art. no. 6131052

clear lens (cat. 0)

Replacement lens PC orange
RXs 4302

Art. no. 6131057

orange lens — blue mirror (cat. 1)
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tech summary

Lens types

Light conditions low light moderately sunny / sunny sunny

Filter category cat. 0 cat. 1 – 2 cat. 3

Tint 0 – 20 % 20 – 82 % 82 – 92 %

 uvex colorvision®
outdoor (cat. 2) urban (cat. 3)

daily (cat. 3)

nature (cat. 3)

uvex colorvision®  variomatic®
litemirror gold (cat. 1 – 3)

litemirror blue (cat. 1 – 3)

uvex variomatic®
uvex variomatic® smoke (cat. 1 – 3)

uvex variomatic® red mirror (cat. 1 – 3)

 uvex polavision®
uvex polavision® grey (cat. 3)

mirror // litemirror
orange – litemirror silver (cat. 1)

orange – blue mirror (cat. 1)

brown – gold mirror (cat. 2)

silver (cat. 3)

blue (cat. 3)

green (cat. 3)

red (cat. 3)

plasma (cat. 3)

orange (cat. 3)

gold (cat. 3)

yellow (cat. 3)

lavender (cat. 3)

rose (cat. 3)

basic
clear (cat. 0) grey (cat. 3)

green (cat. 3)

brown (cat. 3)

uvex colorvision® variomatic®
uvex variomatic® meets uvex 

colorvision® technology: Lens tinting 

and contrast enhancement — in a 

single innovative uvex lens. Made for 

sporting activities in any weather and 

in any setting.

Curve 8
The curved frames offer a great fit 

for increased safety and comfort. 

This allows the glasses to better fit 

the natural shape of the head and lie 

closer at the sides.

Replaceable lenses
uvex interchangeable lens technology 

guarantees ease of use and perfect 

visibility in many weather conditions.

uvex inclination
The adjustable arm angle allows the 

glasses to be individually adjusted 

to the face, ensuring a perfect fit 

whatever the sports activity.

UV protection
UV absorbers integrated directly into 

the raw material filter UVA, UVB and 

UVC radiation harmful to the retina up 

to 400 nm.

Decentred lenses
Distortions and curvatures in the  

field of vision can quickly become 

irritating. That's why uvex uses  

class 1 decentred lenses that allow 

distortion-free vision.

Robust and scratch-resistant
Produced from extremely robust  

polycarbonate, the lenses can  

withstand temperatures down to 

–40°C, without compromising their 

mechanical strength. A special 

coating to protect against damage 

according to standard EN ISO  

12312-1:2022 makes the lenses 

scratch-resistant without affecting 

visibility.

Soft nose pads and arms
Glasses fit perfectly when you don't 

know you're wearing them. Soft nose 

pads and soft sidearms ensure high 

comfort without pressure points. 

The soft sidearms are malleable on 

all models. They ensure a perfect fit 

easily.

Direct lens ventilation
uvex climate management ensures 

permanent, draught-free ventilation. 

The field of vision remains fog-free 

for twice as long as the standard 

specifies.
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wherever
you  
perform

RXd / RXc

RXi / RXs

Protection

Protecting people is the  
mission of the uvex group.  
We have been protecting 
people in sports, leisure and 
at work since 1926 with our 
products. This commitment  
to protecting people also 
includes responsibility with 
respect to society and the 
environment. We use the 
best materials, which we 
continuously test in our own 
laboratories to make sure 
that we exceed the required 
standards.

Performance

uvex sportstyle RX are 
prescription sports glasses 
designed for a wide range 
activities. Out in the wild 
or amidst the urban jungle, 
in bright or diffuse light. 
Whether walking, cycling or 
playing ball. The versatility 
of features and filter options 
helps athletes sustain or even 
improve their performance 
as much as possible. These 
features deliver the highest 
level of comfort and quality of 
vision — without compromise. 
Wherever you perform.

Collection

The uvex sportstyle RX 
collection includes full-frame 
versions with direct glazing 
(RXd) as well as rimless  
versions for indirect glazing 
(RXi) with uvex clipnetic® 
technology, and shield  
glasses (RXs). We rely on 
innovative, break-resistant 
materials. The frames are 
fitted with high-definition 
(HD) prescription lenses 
that feature state-of-the-art 
freeform technology. The 
polycarbonate lenses provide 
the highest level of protection 
for a wide range of sports.

uvex i-performance. 
Performance system.
uvex i-performance combines decades of experience with  
innovative technologies to protect the eyes and boost  
individual performance. Focus on your performance —  
we will take care of the rest.
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Custom fit

Perfect visibility and optimal 
protection thanks to a custom 
fit. Adjustable nose bridges, 
non-slip sidearms with metal 
inserts and adjustable incli-
nation settings enable the 
frames to fit perfectly — from 
wide to narrow head shapes. 
HD lenses with modern free-
form technology for prescrip-
tion wearers ensure visibility 
perfectly matched to the 
needs of athletes. Corrected.  
Protected. Perform.

Durable products

Our custom products are 
characterised in particular  
by their longevity. Compared 
to standard products, they 
are used for a much longer 
time, saving us valuable  
resources and, calculated 
over the entire period of use, 
producing much less waste. 
With our uvex sportstyle 
RX planet glasses and the 
corresponding sustainability 
concept, we take this one 
step further by continuously 
growing our commitment to 
protecting people and the 
environment.

Technology

Our innovative technologies, 
such as uvex clipnetic®  
technology for adapting a 
correction insert and unique 
uvex colorvision® colour 
filters for a wide range of 
lighting conditions and vision 
requirements, perfectly 
support the wearer. All uvex 
sportstyle RX models use  
the uvex “anatomic” sports 
lenses to guarantee an 
optimal field of vision for 
prescription wearers. Thanks 
to lenses made by first-class 
manufacturers, our top- 
quality products ensure  
maximum safety, visual  
comfort and flexibility.

durable
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uvex products protect people at work as well as in sport and 
leisure. As a partner of top-level international sport, 
uvex provides equipment to over 1000 elite athletes worldwide.

The transfer of expertise between uvex safety and uvex sports 
makes our products even safer, more functional and more 
comfortable. This idea that the two product lines strengthen one 
another was perfectly demonstrated at the Challenge Roth event, 
the biggest long-distance triathlon competition in the world: uvex 
safety provided equipment to the construction team and uvex 
sports equipped the athletes — that’s what you call successful 
team work.



uvex sportstyle  
RX website

UVEX ARBEITSSCHUTZ GMBH
SBU-OH uvex sportstyle RX
Wuerzburger Strasse 152 
90766 Fuerth
GERMANY

T +49 911 9736-1985
F +49 911 9753-2198
E sportstyleRX@uvex.de
I uvex-sportstyle-rx.com
 uvex-safety.com
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Further information on 
individual personal protective 
equipment can be found 
at uvex-safety.de 
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